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the observatory will be a meeting place in which an international researchers community will collaborate, and will offer the tools for promoting creative, participatory and practical solutions to such problems as ways of involving readers into authoring, peer review and publishing processes, and providing copyright tools to authors and
readers. the observatory is a place where researchers, readers, librarians, authors, printers, booksellers and book producers will be able to exchange and develop their ideas and solutions, understanding that they are not alone in their struggles and actions. we are not a religious, political or an ideological entity, we are not afraid to

engage in any kind of public discussion, we just invite all researchers and members of the bibliodiversity community to become partners in our research and innovation (that we will develop with you). the observatory aims at creating a culture of diversity in bibliographic production and publication in a multidimensional and
participatory communication space. we are a space of free knowledge and we are looking forward to sharing it with you. introduction à la littérature électronique, le résumé des recherches menées au sein du consortium by crémea, manager de l'institut français d'architecture. la littérature électronique est-elle une littérature? a

college-level course designed for adults who have received their high school diploma. this course teaches the basic skills of information technology and information literacy in order to provide literacy instruction that is meaningful, practical, and culturally appropriate.
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alexandre balancio, a french writer and philosopher, presents a book he has written with the title en évidence, which translates as in evidence, and whose object is to show that the french people are in the process of rejecting all the fundamental principles of the enlightenment. in the first chapter, balancio points out the principal
philosophers whose work and thinking form the basis of the great french revolution and the french revolution as we know it today, and the secondary, up to modern times, philosophers whose outlooks on the world and humanity were not totally submissive to the model of the eighteenth century. balancio points out that the french
people, in their own way, have developed a new philosophy in which human values have replaced the values of religion and have thus created their own religion, in which the unity of humanity has replaced the division of humanity. this is the religion of liberty that is incompatible with the religion of the state. thus, balancio recalls

the french thinkers who have given their lives to the idea of freedom and who have proclaimed it as the principle of the french nation and at the same time have challenged the values of the old religion of the state. in the face of this disaster, the green party of the usa (the green party) prepares its 10th anniversary. it is on the eve
of the greens’ centenary at the beginning of the year 2022. it will mark the centenary of the first conference that brought together two first-time presidential candidates from the green party, a candidate and an independent, whose ideas came together thanks to their common political principles: for an independent, decolonial,

ecological, feminist, free, social and solidarity-based publishing, and the use of a common language - english. on this occasion, the green party of the united states, in particular the green party of the us national committee of the alliance of green parties of the united states of america, proposes to the green party of the united states
to celebrate its 50 years of existence. 5ec8ef588b
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